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ABSTRACT
Narrative forms of communication—including entertainment education, journalism, literature, testimonials, and
storytelling—are emerging as important tools for cancer prevention and control. To stimulate critical thinking about the
role of narrative in cancer communication and promote a
more focused and systematic program of research to understand its effects, we propose a typology of narrative application in cancer control. We assert that narrative has four
distinctive capabilities: overcoming resistance, facilitating
information processing, providing surrogate social connections, and addressing emotional and existential issues. We
further assert that different capabilities are applicable to different outcomes across the cancer control continuum (e.g.,
prevention, detection, diagnosis, treatment, survivorship).
This article describes the empirical evidence and theoretical
rationale supporting propositions in the typology, identifies
variables likely to moderate narrative effects, raises ethical
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issues to be addressed when using narrative communication in
cancer prevention and control efforts, and discusses potential
limitations of using narrative in this way. Future research needs
based on these propositions are outlined and encouraged.
(Ann Behav Med

2007, 33(3):221–235)

INTRODUCTION
Health communication is an important tool for helping
achieve public health objectives, including prevention and
control of cancer (1,2). Traditionally, cancer prevention
information has been presented in didactic and expository
ways to educate, engage, persuade, or activate the public.
More recently, narrative forms of communication are
emerging as promising alternatives for achieving these
and other outcomes (3,4). Because there has not been a
framework for organizing what is known (and not known)
about how, when, and for what outcomes and audiences
narrative health communication might be most effective,
this article proposes a model of narrative effects in cancer
communication. We hope the article will stimulate critical
thinking about the role of narrative in health communication, promote a more focused and systematic program
of narrative research in cancer communication, and help
accelerate translation and application of narrative research
findings into practice to help reduce the burden of cancer.
What Is Narrative Communication?
In large part, the promise and appeal of narrative lies
in its familiarity as a basic mode of human interaction.
Because people communicate with one another and learn
about the world around them largely through stories, it is
a comfortable way of giving and receiving information.
For the purpose of this article, we define narrative as ‘‘a
representation of connected events and characters that
has an identifiable structure, is bounded in space and time,
and contains implicit or explicit messages about the topic
being addressed.’’ This definition integrates key elements
of narrative as described in the literature (5–7) and captures
a wide range of narrative types including ‘‘entertainment
education’’ (using forms of entertainment such as soap
operas, cartoons, or dramas to educate the public about
health or social issues) (8), reporting and journalism, literature, case histories, testimonials and storytelling.
In contrast, nonnarrative would include expository
and didactic styles of communication that present propositions in the form of reasons and evidence supporting a
claim. Both narrative and nonnarrative forms of communication can carry the same cancer prevention and control
message, but a narrative will do so by representing a
sequence of connected events, characters, and consequences, not by presenting and defending arguments about
how and why to achieve or avoid those consequences.
Although there is no clear consensus among scientists on

the conceptual differences between narrative and other
forms of communication (9), we believe the distinction
made in this article has practical value for understanding
and enhancing the effectiveness of cancer communication.
How Can Narrative Help Eliminate Suffering and Death due
to Cancer?
The overarching goal of the National Cancer Institute
(NCI) is to eliminate death and suffering due to cancer by
2015. In cancer prevention and control, the strategies to
help meet this goal are classified along a ‘‘Cancer Control
Continuum’’ that spans five sequential areas of the cancer
experience: prevention, detection, diagnosis, treatment,
and survivorship (10). The Continuum identifies ‘‘communications’’ as one of nine crosscutting issues that can influence outcomes in each of the five areas. It is clear, however,
that significant communication-related challenges must be
overcome to make progress in cancer control. Current
health communication tactics have not adequately
addressed diverse populations or health disparities (11),
many Americans do not understand health information
well enough to make informed decisions or act on it (12),
cancer survivors and their family members are often unsatisfied with the health information they receive or can access
(13), and traditional expository forms of communication
are poorly suited for addressing certain fundamental needs
of cancer patients like prioritizing values and managing
social relationships (14).
Using the Cancer Control Continuum as an organizing
framework, we explored how the crosscutting theme of
communications, specifically as it related to narrative
approaches, might address such challenges. We posed
two questions: What are the distinctive capabilities of narrative that differentiate it from other forms of communication, and how do these capabilities influence outcomes
of interest across the Cancer Control Continuum? In
answering the second question, we reduced the five focus
areas on the Cancer Control Continuum to two broad categories: prediagnosis (i.e., prevention, detection) and postdiagnosis (i.e., diagnosis, treatment, survivorship). The
resulting typology of narrative capabilities by cancer control outcomes is shown in Table 1.
As the table shows, we identify four distinct capabilities of narrative: overcoming resistance, facilitating information
processing,
providing
surrogate
social
connections, and representing emotional and existential
issues. We acknowledge that all four capabilities may influence outcomes across the Cancer Control Continuum but
propose that some have primary value in addressing either
pre- or postdiagnosis issues. Specifically, we assert the
following:
1. Narrative communication can influence prediagnosis
outcomes such as cancer-related lifestyle behaviors
(e.g., diet, physical activity, tobacco use, sun protection)
and cancer screening (e.g., mammography, Pap test,
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TABLE 1
Typology of Narrative Communication Capabilities Applied Across the Cancer Control Continuum
Stages of the Cancer Control Continuum
Prediagnosis
Narrative Capabilities
Overcoming resistance to cancer prevention behaviors,
screening, and messages
Facilitating processing of cancer prevention and control
information
Providing surrogate social connections to support cancer
prevention and control
Representing emotional and existential issues related to
cancer prevention and control

Postdiagnosis

Prevention
p

Detection
p

Diagnosis

Treatment

Survivorship

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

p

sigmoidoscopy, fecal occult blood test, prostate-specific
antigen test) by overcoming resistance (e.g., counter attitudes and beliefs) to adopting or maintaining these
behaviors.
2. Narrative communication can influence postdiagnosis
outcomes such as informed decision-making, coping
and support by providing surrogate social connections
for those affected by cancer and by addressing emotional
and existential issues surrounding cancer diagnosis,
treatment, and survivorship in ways that help those
affected by cancer maximize the length and quality of
their lives.
3. Narrative communication can influence both pre- and
postdiagnosis outcomes by facilitating processing of
cancer prevention and control information.
Empirical evidence and theoretical rationale supporting these propositions are presented in the following sections, as are some potential limitations or drawbacks of
using narrative in this way. Because there has been limited
research on narrative health communication that is specific
to cancer, the evidence base draws heavily on noncancer
studies and general persuasion literature. We emphasize
that this typology has not been directly evaluated and
strongly encourage narrative cancer communication
research that is based on its propositions. The typology
suggests two broad areas of inquiry, corresponding to the
axes in Table 1. First, is narrative indeed more effective
than nonnarrative communication for overcoming resistance, facilitating information processing, providing social
connections, and representing emotional and existential
issues? Second, do these mechanisms through which narratives may influence cancer-related outcomes differ for individuals who are pre- versus postdiagnosis? Specific research
questions are introduced within the sections below describing each component of the typology. Finally, we describe
variables that may moderate the effects of narrative and
ethical issues that should be considered when using narrative communication in cancer prevention and control
efforts.

CAPABILITIES OF NARRATIVE
Overcoming Resistance to Cancer Prevention and Control
Information
Narrative forms of communication might enjoy some
special advantage over more didactic forms for addressing
particular bases of resistance to cancer prevention or detection behaviors or information. Resistance can be broadly
defined as a reaction against change, or a motivation to
oppose persuasive appeals (15). Resistance may be a particular concern for prediagnosis behaviors such as cancer
screening because some individuals are likely to be highly
motivated to maintain an illusion of invulnerability.
It is useful to distinguish the ways that persons might
resist adopting a cancer prevention or cancer-detection
behavior from the ways that persons might resist cancerrelated messages. Resistance to behaviors might include
denying the effectiveness of the behavior or simply refusing
to take an action. Resistance to persuasive messages may
include counterarguing the message claims, ignoring the
messages altogether, or denying the validity of the message
due to the message source.

Resisting cancer-related behaviors. There are many
reasons that persons fail to undertake behaviors that
might minimize their cancer risks or permit early
detection of (pre-) cancerous conditions. At least some of
these bases of resistance might be addressed using
narrative forms of communication. One common basis of
resistance to cancer prevention behaviors is a lack of
perceived self-efficacy. Studies of cancer-related and other
behaviors have indicated that modeling (seeing similar
others successfully perform the behavior) may be a
mechanism for influencing perceived self-efficacy (e.g.,
16,17). A narrative format can straightforwardly convey
modeling information by telling the story of a person
who was able to successfully perform the action. (For an
illustration of the potential of modeling to influence
self-efficacy concerning breast self-examination, see 18).
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If individuals know what to expect from a procedure (e.g.,
what it’s like to get a mammogram) they may be better able
to prepare for engaging in the behavior. Modeling has been
widely and successfully used in entertainment education,
much of which has addressed health issues (19).
As another example, some people might resist undergoing cancer screening because of doubts about response
efficacy, that is, because they are unconvinced that screening can actually save their life. But a compelling personal
narrative conveying the benefits of early detection might
be more convincing than recitation of statistical information. And persons who doubt the potential severity of
cancer might be especially convinced by hearing firsthand
reports of cancer patients. A classic example is the 1985
public service announcement by Academy Award winning
actor Yul Brynner, a lifelong smoker who died of lung
cancer, urging people not to smoke (see http://www.yulbrynnerfoundation.org/psa.htm).
Narrative forms of communication will not always be
the most appropriate way to address these behavioral barriers, and too little is known about exactly what aspects of
narrative messages might make them more valuable for
addressing one or another barrier. For instance, only a
few cancer-specific studies have examined which characteristics of models influence their effectiveness in altering
self-efficacy perceptions (e.g., 20); sometimes even cancer
narratives that stimulate highly positive attitudes and
intentions about screening are not significantly more effective in doing so compared to didactic formats (e.g., 21). But
narratives plainly can be a powerful means of influencing
behavior, and it will be useful to have additional research
that identifies the conditions and characteristics that make
narrative formats especially potent.

Resisting cancer-related messages. Exposure to a
persuasive communication does not guarantee acceptance
of the message’s claims. One common way in which people
resist persuasive communications is counterarguing, or
disputing message claims and implications. Counterarguing
can be reduced if individuals are immersed in a story, or
transported into a narrative world (22). For instance, Slater
and Rouner found that in processing alcohol education
messages, college students rated statistical evidence as more
persuasive when the message was congruent with their
values, but narrative evidence as more persuasive when the
message was incongruent with their values (i.e.,
counterattitudinal) (23). Transportation may reduce
individuals’ ability to counterargue story assertions, because
the reader’s mental capacity is devoted to imaging story
events. It may also be more difficult to counterargue
conclusions that are implied by the story rather than stated
directly as arguments. Transportation may also reduce
individuals’
motivation
to
counterargue, because
interrupting the narrative flow to dispute the author’s
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claims or descriptions would likely destroy the pleasure of
the experience.
Because narratives tend to be concrete, presenting the
lived experience of others, it may also be more difficult to
discount them (19,24). Indeed, people tend to generalize
from a narrative exemplar even when the presented case
is not typical (25,26), perhaps because of its vividness
(27). This feature of narrative has long been recognized
in political communication, where (for better or worse)
policy anecdotes can trump statistical data (28). In health
communication, studies show that cancer-related celebrity
news stories can increase interest in, and use of, cancer
screening tests (29–31). Cancer educators thus need to
consider the appropriate use of narratives as well as
encouraging individuals to be critical consumers of
narrative.
Narratives may also reduce resistance, because they are
a relatively subtle form of persuasion (32). In many narratives, individuals may not be forewarned of the persuasive
intent, and thus may not marshal their cognitive resources
to defend against a potentially counterattitudinal message.
Individuals drawn to a narrative by its plot, interest, or
entertainment value can then be affected by cancer-related
information in the story. In a similar way, narratives may
be less susceptible to selective exposure; individuals may
not actively avoid a narrative with an antismoking subplot
in the same way that they might avoid an antismoking
pamphlet, for instance. This benefit of narrative is likely
more applicable to the prediagnosis state, as postdiagnosis
individuals are likely to be actively seeking information
rather than avoiding it.
Narrative health messages should not be so subtle that
individuals miss the point, however. (Indeed, when there is
an immediate need for directive communication, such as
emergencies, simple nonnarrative communications would
be preferred.) If individuals are not drawing appropriate
inferences about cancer-related behaviors, a narrative will
be ineffective. Finding the balance between entertainment
and education in narratives is an important practical issue.
How strong the explicit message can be without encouraging reactance is an empirical question and may depend
on factors such as the resistance level of the audience, existing connections the audience has with the characters or
narrator, and the quality of the narrative.
Individuals might also resist cancer-related messages
due to fear. They do not want to think about the possibility
of a life-threatening illness, and so they avoid the topic
altogether rather than experiencing an unpleasant emotional response. Narratives may be less threatening and thus
less likely to engender avoidance or selective exposure
under these circumstances. Future research might explore
the efficacy of narratives in both assuaging fear of cancer
(e.g., by showing that breast cancer is survivable) and creating fear when appropriate (by showing that cancer is a
real and serious threat).
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Facilitating Processing of Cancer Prevention and Control
Information

narrative is storytelling. Second, storytelling is representation of social information and social experience—the
kind of information that human beings process from
infancy without the need for education and training (other
than learning to read, in the case of narratives presented in
the form of written text). In other words, humans may be
‘‘hardwired’’ to process the kind of social information presented in narratives; there is substantial evidence that social
information is stored in memory in narrative forms such as
scripts, and that such information has distinct advantages
with respect to memory and recall (see Green, Strange, &
Brock [35] for reviews of this literature).
Therefore, there is good reason to believe that use of
stories or other forms of narrative has the potential to
facilitate attention, comprehension, and recall of cancerrelated information. These advantages may be of modest
importance when the audience for such information is
highly motivated (as might be the case among individuals
already diagnosed with cancer) and has the education or
experience with which to make sense of complex, didactic
information. However, for other audiences, including
people with limited numeracy skills, lower health literacy,
lower self-efficacy for understanding information, those
who mistrust medical authorities because of their cultural
or economic difference from themselves, and those from
cultures that define knowledge or wisdom primarily as that
which is gained through lived experience, narratives may be
of particular utility (e.g., 36).
Although the ability of narratives to model desirable
behaviors, increase self-efficacy about enacting health
behaviors, and address social and cultural obstacles to
health behavior change is increasingly well studied and well
documented, the ability of narrative to increase attention
to, comprehension, and recall of important cancer information has not been extensively researched. Narrative
may have the potential to increase attention and processing
of messages, especially when intended recipients have limited ability, motivation, or interest in processing more
didactic messages. Such limitations may be commonplace
when communicating to the general public about primary
and secondary prevention behaviors, given the many competing demands for attention in this media-rich society.
Moreover, the use of narrative might prove of particular value to all individuals irrespective of education or
motivation during diagnosis and treatment, when overwhelming emotions are arising and focusing on complex
didactic information may be difficult. For example, stories
of patients and families from similar social contexts facing
similar situations might make it much easier to take in and
later to recall ways to cope with survivorship issues, treatment side effects, complex medical decision making, and
end-of-life issues.

Communication strategies that increase attention to
and facilitate comprehension of cancer information should
enhance outcomes across the cancer continuum. To understand this potential, two points should be considered. First,

Future research. Exploring the use of narrative to
increase attention, comprehension, and recall of cancerrelated information has considerable potential but a

Although health care providers are a traditional source
of health information, adherence to provider messages
depends on trust in the provider. Distrust may cause
increased resistance to provider-delivered messages. Because
distrust is often highest in minority populations that suffer a
disproportionate burden of cancer (33), using narrative to
overcome such resistance may be an important tactic for
helping eliminate cancer disparities. Narratives may also be
useful in reducing resistance to provider-delivered messages
postdiagnosis, for example, when individuals are considering
treatment options.
Sometimes persuasive efforts can fail because of a lack
of perceived message relevance. There is some evidence that
narrative forms might be especially helpful in addressing
this problem. Cox and Cox compared two forms of messages aimed at encouraging mammography, a ‘‘statistical’’
version (e.g., ‘‘Many women have no family history of
breast cancer and have never felt any lump in their breast’’)
and a parallel narrative version (‘‘No one in Sara Johnson’s
family had ever gotten breast cancer, and she had never felt
any lump in her breast’’) (34, p. 95). The narrative version
was significantly more engaging to participants (as indexed
by responses to items such as ‘‘The ad’s message
seemed relevant to me’’ and ‘‘I got involved in what the
ad had to say’’). But, as an indication of how much is yet
to be learned about narrative forms of health information
in this context, the narrative message had no general
advantage over the statistical one with respect to influencing mammography beliefs, attitudes, or intentions—
perhaps, per Slater and Rouner (23), because the participants were not for the most part particularly resistant
to the message provided.
Future research. Existing research illustrates the
potential of narrative approaches. Future work should help
specify when and how narratives can be most effectively used
to overcome resistance to cancer messages and behaviors.
For example, does the relative effectiveness of narrative
versus didactic forms of communication vary under
conditions of mild versus extreme resistance? What
attributes of characters or messengers in cancer-related
narratives enhance the likelihood of increasing self-efficacy
or other desired outcomes among those exposed to the
narrative? Finally, under what conditions does becoming
more engaged in a narrative lead to greater persuasive
impact, and when does engagement impede or have no effect
on belief or behavior change?
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surprisingly sparse research base. Research to guide use of
narrative for these purposes might address a wide range of
questions. For example, one strength of stories is that
they have the credibility of representing someone’s lived
experience. But can the idiosyncratic nature of that
experience lead to distortion or overemphasis? In stories
explaining cancer treatment choices, for example, might
an audience member’s attention, recall, and response be
influenced by how he or she reacts to those portrayed in the
story as much as by the relevance of the information to his
or her own situation? If so, how can cancer communicators
utilize the processing advantages of narrative while
preserving the integrity of the information they wish to
convey?
If narrative indeed enhances information processing
among underserved groups (who may or may not have
been reached by other forms of cancer information), it
could be an important tool for addressing health disparities. If this is the case, how close must the ‘‘match’’ be
between the characters in a narrative (or person providing
a firsthand account) and the audience of interest? The closer the match required, the more extensive the range of narratives needed and the more careful the tailoring must be to
match audience to story. A final challenge for research concerns the balance of information comprehensiveness and
narrative structure. A story may provide memorable and
easily understood information but not cover all dimensions
of a topic (e.g., all the pros and cons of a given treatment).
When the latter is required, how best can narratives be
employed? Are there key points that can be emphasized
in a narrative, and if so, does this aid recall of the entire
structure of information provided?
Provide Social Connections Relevant to Cancer Prevention
and Control
People develop relationships with characters in literature, stories, news, and other ongoing vicarious mediated
experiences, even when the characters are fictional. These
characters can provide a kind of pseudorelationship for
the audience member, sometimes called a ‘‘para-social’’
relationship. Social support from real persons in face-toface and mediated contexts (e.g., online support groups)
is known to have significant benefits to both physical and
mental health. We propose that para-social relationships
that can be created through narratives have the potential
to provide health benefits similar to those of real social
support, at least under some conditions.
By para-social, we mean identification with media personalities, real or fictional, and a sense of friendship,
attraction, and involvement with the person or character
(37). The concept of para-social relationship, introduced
by Horton and Wohl (38), suggests that viewers can
respond to characters and personalities in the media as they
do to real social characters. Although it would be easy to
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dismiss para-social interaction (PSI) as some kind of social
pathology of the lonely and incompetent, research on nonhealth topics suggests PSI can be as evocative, emotional,
and informing as face-to-face social relationships (39).
The PSI evoked by modern media characters parallels connections created with literary figures throughout history
(40) and thus is simply a modern instantiation of what
has long been an important and common identification
between audiences and characters.
Do para-social and real relationships differ in their
consequences? Para-social relationships evoke emotional
involvement (41) and identification with characters (42).
Harrison studied attraction to thin characters on television
by young women and found an association with body
image attitudes (43). Connection to thin media characters
was associated with disordered eating symptoms. Identification with media characters can also affect audience
responsiveness to messages about health (44). Magic Johnson disclosed that he was HIV-positive, and one simply
knowing this fact and knowing of Johnson did not lead
to increased concern about AIDS, HIV, or intentions to
engage in less risky sexual behavior. But those who identified with Johnson emotionally did realize these outcomes.
In general, those who identify with media characters pay
more attention to programming, have more thoughts about
the programs after viewing them, and are more likely to
discuss the content of programs (37).
We hypothesize that para-social relationships developed through narrative encounters with sympathetic and
involving characters—real or fictional—can have similar
effects to the support provided by real social relationships.
An impressive body of empirical evidence indicates that
social support provides both physical and psychological
benefits, including reduced susceptibility to disease, lower
blood pressure, and better mental health (45,46). Those
receiving support may also have higher esteem, self-control, and better moods, all known to affect cardiovascular,
endocrine, and immune system functions (47). It is important to note that these benefits are accrued not only by
actual receipt of social support but also by perceiving that
one has socially supportive others on whom they can
depend (48). But what should we conclude about increasingly less personal forms of social support? As Giles wrote,
‘‘many attributes of PSI are similar to those of social interaction. . . . PSI may arise from an altruistic human instinct
to form attachments with others, at no matter how remote
a distance’’ (49, p. 284).
Social support delivered by initially anonymous others
employing modalities such as online communications is at
least a step removed from face-to-face communication. In
online support groups, participants are often anonymous.
The information they provide about themselves reduces
anonymity, but participants seldom meet, even vicariously
through one-to-one e-mail interactions. Despite the
absence of face-to-face interaction, as rich as it is with
nonverbal cues of emotion, involvement, and personal—even
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visceral—identification, anonymous supportive interaction
online is linked to perceptions of social support and reports
of social support received for health and other concerns (50–
52). Online interaction is still interaction, even when it is
delayed for minutes, hours, or days. Despite distance, staggered, or delayed sequence of exchange, and the potential
absence of sensory cues, relationships are unquestionably
established in online cancer support environments (53). What
makes online social support effective—when it is effective—is
that it is responsive to the other’s needs, sometimes called
person-centered communication (54).
When narrative is simply a vehicle for providing information about cancer, even the most sympathetic character
and involving story line may not approach the responsiveness of human partners online. However, this absence of
responsiveness in passive but well-formed narratives does
not seem to be a barrier to establishing surrogate social
relationships with characters in narratives. Identification
with a protagonist in a narrative can provide the kind of
para-social interaction that allows some individuals to
experience a sense of social support from others in like circumstances and whom they perceive as similar to themselves. The truth of this claim can only be resolved
empirically, but it is a fair empirical question to ask.
Effects of PSI established through narrative cancer
communications likely vary by type of social support,
though this expectation is also as yet untested. Instrumental support such as bringing chicken soup, running errands,
and helping with childcare often requires physical presence
that PSI cannot provide. But emotional, informational and
appraisal forms of social support can be provided in
mediated and vicarious ways, not just face to face (55).
For example, a breast cancer survivor narrative in which
a woman recounts her initial feelings of despair upon hearing her diagnosis might provide a form of emotional support to a woman newly diagnosed with breast cancer by
validating her own similar feelings. A story from the same
survivor about how she gathered and weighed the pros and
cons of reconstructive surgery might introduce ideas and
identify resources (i.e., provide informational support) that
would help another woman facing the same decision.
Finally, stories delivered through an interactive system
could provide constructive feedback, affirmation, and
social comparison information (i.e., appraisal support).
Matching the topic of a narrative with the unique social
support needs of different individuals should maximize
potential benefits of narrative and PSI and is technologically possible using tailored communication methods if a
large library of narratives was available and audience needs
for specific types of emotional and informational support
could be reliably assessed (56).
Individuals who might benefit most from social support narratives include those whose own social networks
are limited in scope or lack members having firsthand
experience with cancer-related issues; who suffer from
severe social anxiety; or who feel more comfortable with
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the anonymity of reading, watching, or hearing about
others who have coped with similar cancer-related issues.
When a person is uncomfortable in real social interaction,
narrative might provide a beneficial substitute. For example, Papachirissi and Rubin found that socially anxious
individuals used the Internet for chatrooms and online
newsgroups, whereas outgoing individuals used the Internet for information (57).
Future research. Research on the effectiveness of
cancer narratives in providing social support is lacking.
We do not know whether narratives about how people
have dealt with cancer risks, diagnoses, treatment, and
posttreatment care will offer a sense of support or
promote identification with the protagonist and under
what conditions these possible effects might be optimized.
If cancer narratives provide a social support benefit, it
should be identifiable in mediating factors like decreased
uncertainty about cancer decisions, increased self-efficacy
to cope with cancer, and an increased sense of control and
being a part of a (virtual) community. Other outcomes
might include seeking information and support after a
cancer diagnosis, satisfaction with treatment decision
making, compliance with treatment regimens, coping
with side effects of treatment, coping with recurrence,
adherence to follow-up care, and getting on with life as a
survivor.
It also seems possible that social support provided
though some forms of narrative might feel less personalized,
relevant, and salient than support provided in the other
contexts. Could cancer narratives that are selected to match
(i.e., are tailored) to diagnosis, gender, age, and other circumstances of audience members reduce the possible sense
of depersonalization compared to general narratives? Better
understanding the differences between narrative, online,
and face-to-face support will help identify and refine appropriate roles for narrative cancer communication.
Addressing Emotional and Existential Issues
The study of emotional and existential issues—and
narrative itself—has long been in the domain of humanities
and humanistic therapies. This literature has focused more
on storytellers’ cancer experience than on audience effects.
But in light of the potential power of narrative to create
para-social connections, we believe this literature provides
insights into how authentic, well-honed narratives might
convey to audiences the emotional and existential complexities of cancer from diagnosis to end of life issues more effectively than expository communication—and thus enhance
existential meaning making and coping with cancer.
Emotional and existential dilemmas of cancer and the
paradox of personal growth. Cancer is an uninvited and
unwelcome life event. It can strain relationships, erode
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one’s sense of self, force unwanted decisions, dash one’s sense
of certainty and control over the future, and bring one face
to face with one’s deepest fears, death, and existential angst
(58,59). Timeworn and comfortable assumptions no longer
work (60), as one must continuously renegotiate one’s
sense of self in the unfolding emotional and existential
challenges from cancer diagnosis through survival or the
end of life (61).
The popular (62) and scholarly literature (63) is replete
with stories of cancer journeys with despair, quests for
meaning, personal growth, and spiritual transformation.
The scholarly literature suggests that in spite and because
of suffering, cancer can deepen one’s relationships, selfappreciation, and purpose and meaning in life (64). Such
transformation entails holding and celebrating contradictions. Western culture privileges logical deductive consistency (65), but humans construct their experiences and
sense of self through multiple lenses—emotional, existential, psychosocial, and physiological—and thus hold simultaneous and ‘‘contradictory’’ narratives about the same
phenomenon (66). Cancer narratives are no exception (67).

Benefits
of
narrative
learning
and
communication. Narratives—with their use of folk
language and literary techniques—can express the
nuances, contradictions, and aesthetics of illness and
cancer’s existential dilemmas more effectively than
didactic formats (6,66). Carlick and Biley identified six
ways in which they may do so (67). First, narrative’s
temporal structure can impose a sense of order over the
chaos that cancer imposes (66). Second, the storytelling
process itself can provide the distance and perspective
needed to view cancer as a series of solvable problems or
a life event with opportunities to make positive life
changes (63,66,68,69). Third, life review narratives that
highlight relationships, accomplishments, and values
can enhance dignity as cancer erodes it and lay the
groundwork for a tangible life legacy product (70).
Fourth, in quest, hero, or recovery narratives, people cast
themselves as adventurous protagonists who try new
approaches and adopt dramatic metaphors in their fight
against cancer (63,66). Fifth, the story of illness,
suffering, loss, and redemption can be told beautifully—
or at least powerfully. Thus aesthetic narratives that
resonate with a deeply shared human experience can
benefit and inspire both story creator and audience (71).
Finally, ‘‘polyphonic’’ (or many-voiced) narratives
articulate the human complexity associated with cancer
(66,67). That is, people hold many contradictory thoughts
and feelings about cancer and death and dying. Paradoxically, people simultaneously hope and despair; accept, fight,
and deny a terminal diagnosis; and recognize psycho-spiritual
benefits in spite and because of tragedy and suffering (72,73).
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Several intellectual traditions, such as existentialism (70,74),
complexity theory (75,76) and symbolic interactionism (77),
recognize and celebrate that individuals have many voices
as they process their sense of self through several emotional,
psychological, and social lenses. ‘‘Many-voicedness’’ demonstrates that dialectical integration of logical deductive reasoning, emotions, intution, and creativity is essential for
existential meaning making and the development of wisdom
(70,78,79). In sum, polyphonic narratives may express deeper
understanding of emotional and existential aspects of cancer
and better portray the complex processes that lead to an
enlightened resolution than might simpler narratives or
expository forms of communication.
Narrative interventions that address emotional and
existential issues associated with cancer. Research has
focused primarily on how narrative interventions affect the
storyteller.
Benefits
include
improved
emotional,
psychological, and existential well-being; perceived social
support; physical symptoms, cortisol levels, immune
function; and survival time (70,72,80–82). The mechanisms
of effect include insightful emotional expression, realistic
optimism, and providing support to others (69,72,74,83), as
well as a temporal orientation of a hopeful present (66,67).
These findings, however, are limited by considerable
variability in measures, study design, and approach (e.g.,
existential and=or cognitive behavioral).
Fewer studies have investigated audience effects. Chelf
et al. found that cancer patients and their families reported
that listening to other cancer patients’ stories provided a
sense of hope and confidence in facing their problems
(84). By contrast, Coreil and colleagues found that some
members of breast cancer support groups resisted the culturally dominant optimistic breast cancer recovery narrative with metaphors of personal growth and sisterhood
(85)—in keeping with Spiegel’s cautions against the
‘‘prison of positive thinking’’ (74).
Future research. This section has focused primarily on
how telling one’s cancer story can have beneficial effects for
the storyteller, including coping with the emotional and
existential complexities people face at different points along
the cancer control continuum. Research is needed to
determine whether similar benefits are gained by those
exposed to such stories and whether these benefits might
vary systematically by characteristics of a narrative,
characteristics of a receiver, and=or interactions between the
two. For example, do different types of narrative (e.g., hero
vs. polyphonic) have different effects for different
individuals? How do real-life personal stories compare to
artistic, fictionalized, or composite narratives? What aspects
of narrative quality and presentation format are most
salient when addressing emotional and existential issues?
What dimensions of similarity between audience members
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and narrative characters are likely to maximize coping with
emotional and existential issues? Answers to questions like
these will help researchers understand if and how narratives
can help individuals and families face the uninvited
challenges of life after a cancer diagnosis.

POTENTIAL MODERATORS OF NARRATIVE
EFFECTS
The capabilities of narrative described in previous sections will only be realized if a story is ‘‘told well’’—what we
refer to as narrative quality. This section introduces narrative quality as the selection or crafting of narrative elements for a particular communication in a manner that
enhances the narrative experience and narrative effects.
We also identify and describe other moderating factors
likely to enhance or diminish effects of narrative cancer
communication.
What are the Attributes of a ‘‘Quality’’ Narrative and why
is Each Important?
Messages may have the attributes of narrative (i.e.,
sequenced events, characters, time, location, etc.), but these
alone do not guarantee effectiveness in achieving cancer
prevention and control objectives. How these attributes
are represented, sequenced, framed, and matched to audiences and objectives make the difference between a story
told well and a story told poorly. Although the extent to
which quality translates into effectiveness may vary
depending on the situation, application of narrative, and
how narrative is perceived by an audience, we believe that
some message attributes are generalizable aspects of quality
(see Table 2).
We organize these attributes according to the characteristics we used to define narrative: sequence, character,
structure, bounded in space and time, and production techniques. Some of the attribute terms (coherence, canonical
violation, fidelity=realism) derive from similar features of
narrative described by Bruner (86). Other attribute terms
(e.g., imagery, plot development) derive from theories of
drama (87) or scriptwriting (88,89) and experience of the
authors in applied health communication. Theoretical
adherence, for example, enhances quality, because theoretically posited effects are more likely to occur if a narrative
message conforms to specific relationships described in
theoretical models. In creating entertainment-education
narratives, scriptwriters commonly gloss over or ignore
well-tested theoretical relationships in favor of telling what
they consider to be a good story. Although it is not easy to
craft a good story that is consistent with theory, a mismatch often compromises communication effectiveness.
Some of these attributes have been tested in message
effectiveness research, but few have been tested in the context of narrative communication specifically. Evidence of
how they work in narrative compared to nonnarrative
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messages is limited. Even more limited is empirical evidence
of how these elements work independently versus in combination to produce desired health outcomes. Thus Table 2
suggests many possible research questions worth testing.
We are not necessarily advocating for research that
deconstructs narrative quality. On the other hand, we
believe that quality must be considered when developing
narratives to achieve specified health outcomes. Having
an inventory of attributes known to contribute to quality
in particular ways will help health communicators assess
strengths and shortcomings of a narrative and take steps
to improve the chances of success. Narrative research
should evaluate and compare materials that possess certain
elements and combinations of elements so that appropriate
choices can be made. Narrative research can build on the
enormous body of message effectiveness research while
continuing to develop operational definitions and measures
of attributes of quality narrative that have received less
attention historically.
Other Moderating Factors that may Enhance or Diminish
Narrative Effects
We propose that perceptions of the source or messenger of a narrative, the transparency of persuasive intent,
and whether a narrative is fiction or nonfiction are potentially important moderators of narrative effects. Where
indicated and when possible, cancer communication
researchers should hold them constant across comparison
conditions and=or measure them and account for their
effects.
Perceptions of the narrative source or messenger. Perceived
similarity refers to receivers’ judgments about how similar a
narrative source is to them. These judgments may be based
on actual or perceived characteristics of the source, such as
socioeconomic status, group membership, place of
residence, life experience, or attitudes, beliefs and values
(90). The moderating effects of perceived similarity may
be explained by social attractiveness—we tend to like
people who are similar to us (91). Similarity may act as a
peripheral cue and enhance narrative effectiveness when
absorption into a narrative is low (22). Effects of
similarity may be greater when attitude-relevant
knowledge is low (92). For example, if an African
American woman hasn’t thought about breast cancer
because she perceives it to be a ‘‘White woman’s disease,’’
exposure to autobiographical narratives from African
American women similar to her may help change her
attitude-relevant knowledge (93).
Perceived similarity may also influence narrative
effects through identification. Slater and colleagues found
that identification with characters moderated effects of
message type (conversational vs. testimonial vs. newsletter)
on believability, usefulness, and clarity of dietary change
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Message production
Production values

Cultural appropriateness

Imagery

Bounded in space and time
Fidelity=realism

Canonical violation

Structure
Suspense=dramatic tension

Emotional intensity=range

Characters’ articulateness,
eloquence

Character
Character development

Theoretical adherence

Plot development

Sequence
Coherence

Attribute

Technical aspects of production: lighting,
color, cameras, close-ups, editing, sound

Use of visual and linguistic conventions
familiar to audience; characters act in
culturally familiar and acceptable ways

Situations, characters and their response
to events are perceived as realistic
Characters, events, message themes are
associated with or represented by
recognized images or symbols

Departure from the expected or violation
of norms

Portrayal of conflict, uncertainty, or
unresolved events

Portrayal of strength and volatility of
emotions

Characters express thoughts clearly, in
language easily understood and in ways
that resonate with or inspire the audience

Information about characters presented and
sequenced to create understanding of
character emotions, motives and behavior

Messages, behaviors, models conform to
theoretical explanations of how people act

Links between events, actions of characters,
and context of action are clear and
sensible
Sequence of events builds toward climax
and resolution

Description

Increases visual appeal and attention and
appeal of or intimacy with characters

Increases potential for identification;
increases ease of processing; contributes
to perceived realism

Enhances credibility; reduces
counterarguing; enhances identification
Evokes pre-existing knowledge,
expectations, emotions; increases
attention; assists in memory and recall

Increases attention, cognitive involvement,
seeking understanding and resolution

Increases emotional and cognitive
involvement

Increases emotional involvement, perceived
personal relevance and realism

Increases emotional, cognitive involvement
and identification with characters; can
contribute to a sense of realism and
veracity
Holds attention; increases identification
with characters and ease of processing;
facilitates existential meaning making

Facilitates observational learning, reasoned
action

Increases emotional, cognitive involvement
and can contribute to realism and veracity

Increases ease of processing

Intended Effects

Increases message appeal and perceived
value, reduces distractions that interfere
with processing

Increases message acceptance; facilitates
observational learning
Links desired behaviors with positive
images; makes information memorable;
provides cultural shorthand to reinforce
messages; adds cultural depth and
relevance
Reduces distractions that interfere with
processing, increases perceived similarity
with characters, familiarity with situations

Captures attention, creates interest; may be
distracting for those actively seeking
technical cancer information
Stimulates problem solving thoughts and
discussion

Develops identification, empathy and
involvement with characters, models
character growth and transition, illustrates how self-efficacy can be developed
Increases comprehensibility; helps explain
details of behavioral decisions or actions;
clarifies motives for and consequences of
action
Increases attention, empathy; models
dealing with emotion and using it
productively to drive behavior

Desired behaviors or decisions are
represented or modeled clearly and
comprehensibly
Models real world steps to behavior; shows
passage of time, progress, regression and
overcoming barriers
Ensures that causal links in decision-making
are explicit and increases likelihood that
desired effects occur

Benefits to Cancer Control Efforts

TABLE 2
Attributes of Quality Narrative Communication, Expected Effects, and Potential Benefits to Cancer Control Efforts
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information (94). Identification with characters in narratives may also increase perceived susceptibility to cancer
and empathy for those with cancer. Campbell and Babrow
found that empathy mediates the relationship between
exposure to HIV prevention messages and perceptions of
HIV risk (95), and Shelton and Rogers showed, in a nonhealth-related study, that empathy-arousing appeals can
facilitate attitude change (96).
Finally, perceived similarity to narrative characters
may influence one’s perception of social norms regarding
cancer-related behaviors. For example, if main characters
in a narrative had been recently screened for colorectal cancer, audience members may conclude that most people get
these tests (4,94). Social psychology research not specific to
health suggests such a finding may also be due to belonging, trust of others in their ingroup, and conformity (97).
Perceived credibility of a source, messenger, or characters in a narrative is based on expertise and=or trustworthiness. Both can be established by a character’s lived
experience (e.g., as a cancer survivor), not just by his or
her professional credentials (e.g., being a physician or
nurse). Thus, especially in personal experience narratives,
a messenger may be perceived as both an expert and trustworthy (98). Because expertise often acts as a peripheral
cue (99), its effects may be greater when the audience is less
absorbed in a narrative.
Transparency of persuasive intent. The extent to which
underlying goals of a narrative (e.g., to increase cancer
screening) are explicitly stated may moderate narrative
effects. Persuasive intent is not always transparent in
narratives (22). As a result, those exposed to engaging
narratives are more likely to be absorbed in the story and
suspend disbelief, less likely to cognitively defend against
the narrative, and thus more open to attitude change. It
is also possible, however, that these same factors will lead
some to miss the health messages imbedded in a narrative.
Slater proposed that an epilog at the end of a story may
solve this problem (19), although this proposition has not
yet been tested.
Fictional versus nonfiction narratives. Although factual
narratives might be preferable in some circumstances,
fictional stories may also influence cancer-related attitudes
and behaviors. Although not specific to cancer, Strange
and Leung found that highly engaging fictional narratives
about school drop out influenced recipients’ judgments
about causes and solutions to the problem (25). Similarly,
Green and Brock found that identifying a story as fact
versus fiction did not affect readers’ absorption into the
story (22). Evaluations of entertainment-education
programs for health outcomes also suggest that fictional
narratives with less transparent persuasive intent can be
effective (8). Differential impact of fiction versus
nonfiction narratives may depend on audience factors
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(e.g., perceptions of manipulation, ability to appreciate
symbolism). Future research should identify conditions
under which each type of narrative may be most effective.
ETHICAL CHALLENGES IN USING
NARRATIVE IN CANCER PREVENTION AND
CONTROL
Despite the potential benefits of narrative communication for cancer prevention and control, researchers and
program developers must be cognizant of ethical responsibilities to both those providing a narrative and those
exposed to the narrative. Narrative shares with other persuasive communication the potential for ‘‘epidemiological
misstatement’’ (100), providing information that is technically correct but can be misleading to the receiver. Stories
that accurately present one person’s experience with cancer
may not reflect known base-rate information such as the
true population risk for certain cancers or the probability
of survival once diagnosed. This is especially important
given that narratives that are inconsistent with base-rate
information can have more impact on readers’ perceived
base rates than do the base-rates themselves (101–103).
Recognizing that a single powerful story can influence
receivers’ beliefs and actions even if the story is not representative, cancer communication developers need to be
ethically responsible in their selection and use of narratives.
Personal experience narratives from members of the
lay public may (inadvertently) include inaccurate information about diagnosis, treatment, or recovery from cancer. Constructed stories using professional actors can
overcome this concern, but face the challenge of portraying
in a sensitive and nonstigmatizing manner the cultural,
social, and environmental realities of the intended audience. Personal narratives, which are anchored in the lived
world of the narrator, provide important social, environmental, and cultural references that make the narration
‘‘real’’ for the audience. Several studies have reported that
narratives are indeed perceived as more real, firsthand, and
believable than other types of information (23,90,104).
Composite stories that integrate narratives from multiple
individuals may allow communication developers more
control over the accuracy of health content while maintaining the realism of personal experience. However, editing in
this manner poses its own ethical challenges including the
need to obtain consent for use and dissemination of narratives from the storytellers and to specify the extent and
type of their use. It seems appropriate that a personal narrative remains the property of the storyteller and that use
of the story, in part or whole, should be approved by the
individual.
A narrative is usually delivered with an intended audience in mind. Outside of that intended audience, meanings
and disclosures can be misunderstood. What is said or
related in the company of some may be inappropriate,
hurtful, or harmful to others. Thus it is important to
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consider a narrator’s intended or presumed audience. In
the case of personal narratives, it is also possible that
revealing the actions, thoughts, or feelings of other characters in the story may be detrimental to their real-life relationships. Finally, the way a narrative describes or frames
cancer causes and risks—be it positive or negative, preor postdiagnosis—has the potential to stigmatize individuals at other points on the cancer control continuum.
For example, narratives describing cancer risks as ‘‘poor
individual choices and behavior’’ might be one strategy
to encourage adoption of prevention behaviors in an otherwise healthy individual but would have the unintended
effect of stigmatizing individuals who are later diagnosed
with cancer.

CONCLUSION
Narrative forms of communication may be especially
well suited to address cancer prevention and control
objectives by helping overcome resistance to prevention
behaviors and health messages, facilitating processing of
cancer information, providing social connections for
those affected by cancer, and representing emotional
and existential issues that frequently emerge after a
cancer diagnosis. At the same time, narratives might be
unnecessary or inappropriate for certain communication
objectives, could unwittingly obscure important health
messages, and may be difficult to capture or create.
Although use of narrative in cancer communication is
promising and growing, there is still much to learn about
its effects and the conditions under which they may be
optimized. We hope this article will help stimulate and
guide increased scientific inquiry into narrative cancer
communication.
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